
17
mm

This waterproof 
unisex finger sleeve 
for anal use is easy 
to handle because 
of the finger holder. 
Easy to clean and 
made of hygienic 
material. 

Waterproof and flexi-
ble cockring with bunny 
shaped clitoral stimulator. 
The multispeed bullet is 
removable. Easy to clean 
and included with 
4 batteries. 

These waterproof vibrators have 
seven powerful functions and are 
easy to clean. 
Batteries not included.

Anal Beads

Ring-G Smooth Ring-G Ribbed Ring-G Bulbed

Finger Sleeve 
Anal Probe

Cockring Rabbit

20048
20046

20044

20971 20972 20970

20072

60019

Ring-G

22
mm

26
mm

20047

6,1”
15,5cm

These waterproof and easy 
to clean anal beads come 
in 3 sizes, Small, Medium 
and Large. The marbled 
look-alike beads are easy to 
use because of the extract 
ring at the end. 

20073
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Perfect weighted duo balls made of 
PVC with metal balls inside which 
can be used for vaginal pleasure and 
muscle training. Easy to use with the 
extracting cord and easy to clean. 

Perfect weighted duo balls 
made of PVC with metal 
balls inside which can be 
used for vaginal pleasure 
and muscle training. Easy 
to use with the extracting 
cord and easy to clean. 

Roto Balls

The Perfect Balls
The Perfect Balls XL
21168

20078
20079

20977 20978

20831

20832

20065 1,6”
4cm

1,2”
3cm

1,2”
3cm

1,8”
4,5cm

Two pleasure balls designed 
to tone and tighten your pelvic 
floor muscles and deliver 
heightened pleasure. Silky 
smooth finishing

The Perfect Balls
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These PVC bumpy and 
ribbed tip lust fingers have 
a silk look and are easy to 
clean. Package of two 
comes in the clours pink 
and purple. 

This contoured designed 
vibrator hits the spot! The G-spot vibrator has a 
classic design with smooth curves and a large tip. 
It has a slim and long shaft with a bulb-shaped 
head. Easy to use and a must-have
for everyone’s toy collection.
The enlarged head 
contains a powerful egg 
vibrator for targeted 
stimulation. The twist base 
dials from soft to intense 
vibrations and is decorated 
with lovely diamonds. 
Waterproof so perfect to use 
for some shower playtime! 

Lust Fingers

Humming Arouser

Slim Vibe

Hip-G Limited Edition

20054

20833

3,1”
8cm

8,2”
21cm

3,9”
10cm

Bear Vibrator Dolphin Vibrator Mini Vibrator
20896 20897 20898

These mini vibrators 
are suitable for clitoral 
stimulation. Available in 3 
different versions : bullet, 
dolphin - or bear on the tip. 
User-friendly because of the 
switch on the product. 
Batteries not included. 

This soft jelly 
2-speed vibrator

rotates in two
directions and can 

be used for vaginal 
and clitoral 

stimulation. Is 
waterproof and 

easy to clean. 
Batteries not 

included. 

Ultrasoft jelly vibrator, 
bores deeper with every 
twist. Rotates in 2 
directions and 3 different 
speeds. Rotating shaft with 
6 rows of 5 metal pearls 
that spin in 2 directions 
and 3 speeds.
Easy to use controll panel.

Mini Vibrators

7,5”
19cm

310039

60006 6,2”
16cm
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10 Rhythms Bullet

This is a super strong bullet with 
hand-control device that gives you 

10 multispeeds to choose from. 

One touch easy on/off
and LED light.

Multispeed massager control.
Waterproof.

2107421073

1,5”
4cm

Power Smoothies

Orgasmic Dream 
Vibrator Set

310004

310005

6,0”
15,2cm

111044
Pastel vibe & G-sleeve, with rabbit clit tickler. 
Waterproof. Multispeed. Phthalate free.
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